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P R 0 C & E ;0 1 N C S

MR, CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: V e will hear arguments 

next in 75~1832, United- States against MacBonaid.

Mr. Cellar,

ORA If ARGUMENT OF KENNETH 8 , G ELLER. EEC.,

ON BEHAIF 0? THE PETITIONER

MR. GEL-uER: Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please

the Court:

The Court granted certiorari in this, ease to resolve 

two important issues of federal criminal law. The first is 

whether a defendant may appeal prior to trial from the denial 

of his motion to dismiss an indictment on speedy trial .-.rounds. 

The second issue which need only be re* cl d if 

that such interlocutory a pper Is are pe-'miss able, is whet he r the 

period after criminal char es against the defendant have beers, 

c i:.-; miss od but before the same or related charges e re r-einsti- 

ti'-ed a., a ins t him should be considered in determining whether 

the defendant ‘Isas been deprived of. his right to a speedy tria l.

The facts are as follows. In the early morning of 

feamiary -17, 137-E Respondent’s wife and two small daughters 

were clubbed and stabbed to death in Respondent-*® .apartment on 

tivj ) : Eragg military Reservation in North Carolina, where

Respondent ran assigned as a medical doctor. Respondent, vRu- 

some wounds, notified the milltar 

attac s. eta Lain that he and his fa.v3.ly had been'assaulted by
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ur so-called ‘'hippie©" who had,'apparently# been under the 

influence of drugs.

Respondent, at first, v;as viewed as a victim, rather 

than as a suspect, Horever, after intensive but incomplete 

investigation of the crime had been conducted by the CUD, tt s 

Army’s criminal investigative unit, it became apparent that 

many aspects of Respondent’s version of the attach® and of the 

subsequent actions, upon discovering his family’s bodies could 

not be squared with the preliminary laboratory analysis of the 

physical evidence of the crime scene.

In April 197 d* therefore, Respondent was warned that 

he ••..as a suspect in the murders, van advised .of his rights by 

militer; authorities and was confined to the military reserva

tion by his immediate commanding officer. Three weeks later.. 

Respondent .was formally charged by his commander vifch three 

specifications of murder. As required by Article 32 of the 

L/nafon,; Code of Military Justice, an officer. Colonel barren 

Roc: ., vc s appointed to investigate the matter and to rec.pr .e, .c 

whether the charges should be referred by the post commander 

to a general -court-martial, for trial. After cons idea-in : the 

ev.adencu in the case over the. next several months. Col one 1

bock recommended that the charges against Respondent be dis

missed, but that further investigation of ti e murders..feeuuhdep- 

taben by the appropriate civilian authorities. This 'ecem

endati • i



unit who dismissed all charges against Respondent in October 

1970« Two months later, in December 1970, Respondent was 

granted an honorable discharge by the Army.

Following .Respondent’s release from the Military, 

the Department of Justice requested the DID to continue its 

investigation of the case. The CXD did so and in June 1972 it 

submitted a massive, thirtedn-volume- report to the- Department 

which was supplemented by further reports in Hove.abet 197 •' and 

August 197:3. Respondent was eventually indicted on three 

counts of .murder in January .1975 .by a grand jury of the United 

ctat.es District Court for the Eastern District of North 

Carolina.

Respondent moved to dismiss the indictment on a 

number of rounds, including double jeopardy and denial of 

a Sixth Amendment right to a speedy trial. The District Court 

denied each of these motions in July 1975 and scheduled 

Respondent ';s trial to begin in August 1975•

Respondent, instead, too;-:: an immediate apnea! t b e 

United states Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. Too 0 

ccurt held that it had jurisdiction ove :• Respondent rs dcubic 

pardy claim under its decision in Uni -

£. decision subsequently a pproved by this Court in .9". cue. ■ y_.

and that Respondent speedy trial cla if

•

'U) damental constituti -U C
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Quote* "pendentto the double jeopard;/ claim end closely 

related to it,, and because the court believed that this ruling 

on the issue would expedite the ultimate resolution of v.hat it 

viev/ed as an extraordinary ease,,

QUESTION: That cases from this Court did the Fourth 

Circuit cite to support its concept of pendent jurisdiction 

over the speedy trial claim?

MR» GELiidR: My recollection,, Mr, Justice Rehnqui.st, 

is that it cited none. That aspect of the Court of Appealsf 

decision is at page of the Appendix: to the Petition.

The court then concluded on the merits that despondent 

had been denied a speedy trial on the merits because of the 

delay of more than four and one-half years between, his.arrest 

the rmy in Ma is federal indictment in January

1975• It .viewed as of no significance; for Sixth Amendment 

purpose»; that Respondent had not been under any criminal 

«ha/ gs for more than four years of that period,

Now, the threshold question in this case is whether 

the. Court of Appeals had jurisdiction to review Respondent is 

pre-trial appeal from the denial of the speedy trial motion. 

he submit that it did not. Under the controlling jurisdictione 1 

statute, 28 U.S.C, 1291, the Courts of Appeals may rev lev on./; 

final decisions of the district court, a phrase that this Court 

has consistently construed to bar pieceuurJ appeals before 

ent* this hai
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particularly stringent in criminal cases because

and disruptions caused by interlocutory appeals are especially

inimical to the effective administration of criminal iai .

Respondent, of course, does not claim that the pre- 

trial denial of his motion to dismiss the indictment on speedy 

trial grounds was a final decision in the sense that it termin

ated the proceedings against him in the District Court. 

Obviously, the court's ruling only allowed the case to 

proceed to trial where a number of other factors may have led 

to a dismissal or an acquittal. Rather, Respondent contends 

that the denial of a speedy trial motion is immediately 

appealable before trial, under the so-called "collateral 

order exception" to the final judgment rule.

' ubhTION: Could the speedy trial claim have been 

presented anew to the District Court in a motion for judgment 

N0 r or judgment of acquittal at the conclusion if e. gvfifey 

verdict had been returned?

UR. GDwm/Tl: Yes, it can, and it is our position that 

that would be the preferable way in which to present it be

cause, as 1*11 get to in a moment, it's often impossible to

rule on such a motion until you see what the evidence is at 

trial, because frequently the defendant's contentions will be 

that he has been prejudiced in his ability to defend himself 

ihe have been caused by the Government,

• hd it is nl. after trial that such a claim, can be .
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intelligently assessed.

Nov?, this Court most recently applied the coilaterc i 

order doctrine last terra in Abney v. United States, in holding 

that the Courts of .Appeals had jurisdiction under Section 12yi

to entertain an interlocutory appeal from the denial to dis

miss ah indictment because of double jeo j In *u In

that conclusion, the Court stressed that the trial judgefs 

pretrial denial of the double jeopardy motio» constituted a 

complete,formal and final rejection of the Fifth Amendment 

claim in the District Court, that the claim by its very nature 

was wholly collateral to and separable from the issues to be

litigated at. the trial, and that, most important, the protec

tions conferred on an accused by the Double Jeopardy Clause 

would be significantly undermined if appellate review had to 

vs it until after a conviction,because the Double Jeopardy 

Clause protects an individual not only a, rinst being punished 

tv ice for the some offense, but also against being tried twice 

for that offense. That aspect of the constitutional right 

could not be vindicated by reversal of any conviction obtain ad

at the second trial, and would • e irreparably lost unless an 

Immediate pretrial appeal were permitted.

And, we've explained at some length in our brief 

why the denial prior to trial of a speedy trial motion, unlive 

the denial f a double jeopardy motion, is not normally a

j dl£ t ' 1. ' s c,
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as I Just explained in -response to a question by Me. Justice 

Ifehnquist, an intelligent application of the Barker view in 

those standards often may not be possible before trial, Fey 

many of the same reasons speedy trial claims,again unlike 

double jeopardy claims, are not wholly collateral to the 

matters to be raised at'trial/ because only after the trial 

can it be determined whether the defendant has truly been 

prejudiced by the pretrial delay.

Respondent has not seriously disputed these con

tentions in his brief; Instead,' he asserts that the Sixth 

Amendment Speedy Trial Clause, just like the Fifth Amendment 

double Jeopardy Clause, creates a so-called "right not to be 

tried," a right which to be effective requires recognition of 

the concomitant ri ht to immediate appellate review. But 

there is little to support this assertion. As the language 

of the bixth Amendment suggests, its, tl e delay before trial 

and not the trial itself that violates the constitutional 

guarantee. The concern of the sixth Amendment is not the true I 

but any delays surrounding it.

If the pertinent factors identified in Barker j 

kinnjo coalesce in a particular case to deprive a defendant of 

his right to a speedy trial, that violation, by definition, 

mutt have occurred iri or to the beginning of a trial. Tenet 

unlike the situation in Abney, proceeding with the trial 

■ ; (oulc iau,{ or c ora onst itut ion;



deprivation, By the same token, and a,; a in by contrast to the 

Fifth Amendment protection against double jeopardy, the 

effectiveness of appellate review of speedy trial claims is 

not diminished in any v;ay by awaiting the outcome of the 

trial*
This Court has identified three interests of a 

defendant that the Speedy Trial Clause is designed to protect. 

First, to prevent oppressive pretrial incarceration. Second.; 

to minimize pretrial anxiety and concern of the accused.

And third to limit the ptssibility that the defense will be 
impaired by the loss of evidence.

It is obvious that no remedy, whenever offered, 

can truly undo or alleviate the annoyances or anxieties that 

a defendant may have suffered while awaiting trial. But the 

reversal of the defendant's conviction after trial would be 

equally as effective as the dismissal of indictment before 

trial, to compensate that defendant for any emotional harm he 

way have suffered, and would also be equally as effective as 

a mean# of punishing the Government for the delay.

Similarly, a defendant's interests in avoiding a 

conviction, based on lost evidence or dimmed memories, can be 

fully protected Ly a reversal of any conviction procured after 

a .'erica of unconstitutional pretrial delay. Thus, deterrin;

. -ial claim \ 13 ■ ■

presents a question not of rights hut solely of remedies.
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Any-Sixth Amendment violation can be remedied as well after 

trial as before„

Wow, since speedy trial claims, thus, do not 

satisfy any of the criteria of a collateral order doctrine, 

there is no justification for countenancing a breach of the 

normal rules against interlocutory .appeals in criminal cases 

for such claims. Indeed, there are strong reasons why in cur 

view it would be especially inappropriate to allow defendants 

to take interlocutory immediate appeals in the district courtfg 

denial of their speedy trial motioni That is because the 

Speedy- Trial Clause, unlike the Double Jeopardy Clause and, 

.indeed, unlike any' other- protections of the Bill of Rights, 

is designed as much to foster the interests of socj ity 

expeditious ,-csolution of criminal cases as to confer pro- 

tectiona upon indi. idual def enda 111s .

As this Court observed in .Cawkery;. VI lrg o the
i

societal interest In providing a speedy trial exists not only 

separate from but at tines also in opposition to the interes os 

of the accused. Thus, even if some of the interests protected 

by the t-jpeedy Trial Clause might be furthered by allowing pre- 

trial. appellate, review of Sixth Amendment claims in an ocr • 

'-.c.sii.nn 1 case, other equally important interests protected 

the cj.ar.se would be se erely. frustrated by the often sub

stantial delays in the disposition of criminal cases that 

would inevitably accompany such appeals .



. ION: Thebe would certainly be pretrial revlev 

if the shoe i ere on the other foot, would there not? If the 

defendant had moved that the indictment be dismissed because 

to try him now would violate his right to a speedy trial, the 

Government could surely appeal that, couldn't it?

UR. GELLfR: That 's correct, but not unde v Beet ten 

121-1, under .Section 3731 from the dismissal of an indictment 

and that clearly is a final order. There is nothing further 

that would happen in the case unless an appeal were to be 

pursued,

This case graphically illustrates the point I was 

making about delay. The District Court denied Respondent 's 

motion to dismiss the indictment In July 1975 and scheduled 

his trial to begin a few weeks later. Pretrial litigation 

ever Respondent *s speed;,- trial claims has yet to be resolved, 

more than two years after his trial would have ended but for 

the piecemeal appeal. In addition, permitting a )retrial 

.appeal f speedy trial claims would si .c defendants a ready

12

method of obtaining a continuance of their trial, and del'./ .is, 

unfortunately, not an uncommon defense tactic.

I- e- recognize, of course, that this Court in f bn eg 

was not persuaded by the argument that defendants might tare 
dilatory appeals- in double jeopardy cases. The Court belie ad 

that the cm ots of appeals could easily weed cut and .dispose 

sc lmariiy • f truly frivolous claims. Chile this. Is, perh
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true in double Jeopardy cases, there are two reasons whj it is 

exceedingly unlikely to be true with respect to speedy trial 

claims. First is that it is much more difficult to allege 

a plausible double jeopardy violation. There must be some 

showing that the defendant has once before been in jeopardy of 

federal conviction on the same or related charges. Very fev 

defendants can make or even approach that showing. By contrast;, 

it would be the rare defendant who could not present a color

able speed; trial claim, since there will be in every case a vie 

period of delay between his arrest or indictment and trit ■

And possible prejudices, this Court remarked in - United; States 

v. Marion, is inherent in any delay, howeve' short.

Secondly, it is much easier for courts of appeals 

to spot and adjudicate an insubstantial double jeopard; claim 

quickly. It involves merely a question of law, generali;; on . 

undisputed facts. Speedy, trial claims, on the other hand,

call for a delicate and often difficult case by case assess

ment of a number of variables, such .as the reasons for the 

delay ; nd prejudice suffered as a result of the delay.

hether these factors make out a constitutional violation in 

any particular case may not be possible to determine * ith v- 

the aid of full briefing and oral argument.

In short, w e submit 11 .a ij spe^edy trial claims are

precisely i.;i e type Of c. ,?.a la s a I j. e. C shear ml 1: e sub j eat to: ij 3

Pinal jud; ierit rule, and that the C ou r P of Appeals erred in
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hear in; Responderi ?s speedy iriaj- • • p; a: 1 p ’it to trial,

I'd like fco turn briefly in the feu minutes remain in; 

to the merits of Respondent *s

QUESTION: Mr. Celler, before.you turn to the merits, 

in this ease, the District Court denied a double jeopard; 

motion as veil as a speedy trial motion, 

ill. GELLER: That's correct,

QUESTION: And the appeals presented both issues to 

the Court of Appeals, but the Court of Appeals didn’t dec id % 

the double jeopard,/ issue,

MR, GELMER: That's correct.

U idS TI ON : i: hy does n ft the a t) o e a 1 o n t h e d out • 1 e

jeopardy issue support ’evieu of the speedy talc.I issue?

Ill, 'GELLLR: 1 ell, this Court in Abney mas faced 

vri. ,;h a similar situation. In Abney, you uill recall, not 

only u's there an appeal of the double jeopardy claim, but 

the defendant also claimed that the indictment failed to state 

an offense. The District Cou re denied that motion. They 

took an appeal of that, also, before trial. This Court held,

that the Court of . ppeals had no jurisdiction over' that aspect

of the defendant's appeal because each issue must meet its 

ovn independent appealability standards. The concept -f 

pendent jurisdiction 'has no role to play under the coliatera'X 

order doctrine.

the merits lespendent bs sixth . ■ rue ipui
i
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claim, I noted at the outset that this Court need not reach 

it if it agrees with us that the court below lacked juris

diction over Respondent's pretrial appeal.

As the Court of Appeals acknowledged and, indeed,- 

as Respondent concedes, no significant delay, and certa ini./ no 

delay approaching constitutional Magnitude occurced in this 

case between January 1573 when Respondent was indicted and- 

August 1975 when his: t rial was set to begin. The Court of 

Appeals* holding that Respondent was deprived of his right to 

a speedy trial, thus, plainly rests on the premise that 

Respondent rs Sixth Amendment right attached in the spring of 

1970 when he.'was arces red by the Army and that his - right 

continued unabated until August 1975* even though all of the 

militar/ enarres against Respondent had been dismissed and 

he had been released from all restraints cn his liberty in 

October of 1970.

The court below has, therefore, reached the insup

portable and quite incongruous conclusion that in the fo'u -■ 

years between the ''dismissal of the military cha * ;es < 

Respondent and his indictment, Respondent was entitled to 

insist upon a prompt resolution of the charges against hln, 

and the federal Government was obliged by the Sixth Amendment 

to afford him a. speedy trial on those charges, despite the 

a i s bs -a a Lnal charges were pending age it 5

hr :i di win an- oa -t -a-f that period.s..’ u -- *•
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This holding, v/e submit, is i'la fly inconsistent, not 

only- with the very Ian wage or the Sixth Amendment .-.L.ich talks 

about an accused in a criminal prosecution, but also with 

this Court's analysis of that provision in United States . „ 

Marion, in Marion, the Court held that the particular pro

tections of the Sixth Amendment did not extend to the period 

before an individual had been formally accused of a crime, 

either by arrest or indictment, even though that individual 

nay have been aware for an extended period of tine prior to 

his indictment that he was under official investigation, 

and even though he may have suffered severe, harmful emotional 

and financial consequences as a result of that investigation.

It is, we believe, the logical corollary of these 

conclusions that if defendant's Sixth Amendment rights also 

did not continue after a criminal proceeding against him has 

been terminated by a complete dismissal of the charges, at 

•that point, just like in advance of formal accusation, the 

individual does not stand publicly accused of any crime and 

his liberty is in no way restricted, His situation, the 

Court observed in Marion, does not compare with that of a 

defendant v ho has been arrested and held to answer.

how, Respondent}s only response to these arguments 

is the assertion that I is .. ..

in Klopfer v, , In ,S.

he e ew presented the question -- and I am quoting from page
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214 of the Court's opinion — whether authorities, quote,

"may definitely postpone prosecution on an indictment without 

stated justification over the objection of an accused,"

The unusual North Carolina procedure in Klopfer 

allowed the fetate Prosecutor to postpone prosecution indef in-

itely on an indictment that he did not wish to pursue immedi

ately. The upshot was that since the indictment was not dis

missed during the waiting period the statute of limitations 

remained tallied, and the defendant remained under forma 1 put lie 

accusation and under the constant threat of prosecution at the 

option r>f the Government. This Court l:teld that the state 

procedure violated .'lep er's right tc a speedy trial, but only 

because, as the Court stated at page 222, the suspension of

i.ls prosecution, quote, "indefinitely prolonged the oppression 

: s veil as the anxiety and concern accompanying public accusa

tion."

Respondent, of course, was not under any public 

accusation between October 1970 and January 1975. Nothing in 

•ilopfe.r, therefore, supports an extension of the Speedy Trial 

lause to'the period when am individual is not the subject

zn pending criminal charges,

X should add one final point. 

mt 's fej *ight£ er€

hi e-ye; r period between the murders of 

a is indictment for those crimes in 3:975

The c one lus ion t i ia t 

not violated h, the 

ah 8- family in 15/ '• ah

ce ;t a inly d c>es not



gesi that the propriety o the judj

j.rutin . ere is first the protection of the st i of 

limitations which is, of course, the - primary guarantee against 

the bringing of overly stale crii inal charges. But there is

18

no suggestion that the statute was violated here. Moreover, 

as this Court observed in'Marion and reaffirmed last term in 

United Btates v. Lovasco, the Due Process Clause of the Fifth 

Amendment is an additional protection against unreasonable

pre-.indictment delay, A lengthy delay prior to accusation 

violates due process if it causes actual prejudice to the
*v •

defense and.if the Government’s justification for the delay

is inadequate.

Although the Court of Appeals did not undertake this 

and lysis, ue believe that the District Court and the dissentinp 

, i. d.. ,e in the Cci.rt of Appeals correctly found that the Due 

Process Clause was not violated in this case. Indeed, 

Respondent does not contend otherwise, Respondent has never 

claimed that the Government delay in this case was designed 

to prejudice his defense or was occasioned by tactical reasons •

And, as we've, set forth at some length in our main and reply 

briefs, there is not the slightest proof afc.ethis pretrial 

stage that .Respondent fs- defense has actually been prejudiced 

by the delay.

s, submit i ?t should

l e ■ ’ Appeals' i ith instruetii ns
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dismiss Respondent's speedy trial claim for lack of jurisdic

tion, so that this case may finally proceed to trial.

Mr. Chief Justice, I'd like to reserve the balance 

of my time,

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Very well, Mr. Geller. 

QUESTION: dismiss the appeal from the speedy trial

c la lm«

MR. G;.-Lli.>R.* That's correct.

MR, CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Mr. Segal.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF BERNARD L. SEGAL, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT 

MR. SEGAL: Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please

the Court:

I ask the Court’s indulgence, if I may, at the 

outset. If you will bear with me if I also pass over the 

facts slightly in this case. It just seems to me that the 

Solicitor General's argument has consciously averted some 

rather, I think, poignant and significant findings. Not my 

facts, if Your Honors please, but the facts found by the Court 

of Appeals and the facts found in the most extraordinary 

military proceeding that precipitated this ease in 1970.

The case does start on February 17, 1970, with the 

murders of the MacDonald family, the wife and children. The 

wounds that Dr, MacDonald referred to, by the Solicitor, of 

course, were testified to at the military proceedings by beta
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the Government doctors and the defense doctors as being "JLife- 

threatening".wounds. The reason for it. of course, was that 

one of the Government's multiple theories of trying to explain 

the case was that these were self-inflicted by the accused,

Dr, MacDonald, to cover up murders that he had committed.

In fact, the records fail to support that and the conclusion

of the military presiding officer in 1970 was that

Dr* MacDonald had told the truth. Those v ere his words.

Most extraordinarily, which the 'Government has 

referred to at great length, are the facts from this 1970 

military proceeding that nwhere in the (Solicitor General'» 

brief, nowhere in the Solicitor Generalis argument does.he 

share with the court the two and the only two findings that 

were made by --

ION: How dees the military establishment's 

findings bear on indictment later brought by civil authorities 

il!ls .SDGAL: If y.our Honor pleases, both of these 

proceedings, both the military proceeding in 1970 and the 

proceeding of the federal district court .ere proceedings 

by the same sovereign, the United states. There -.as m t i 

separate sovereignty situation here* It is a continuum. This 

is a continuous prosecution of Dr. haoDonald by.the United 

States, As a matter of-,fact, if I may, when I get into -- 

UhiTlbN: They rre under two fully different 

systems of notice, are they not?



! L 3 COAL: That *s m ;ht, if Your Honor pleases, 

and X might —■

QUJ33TION: Military code is one and the civilian 

code is quite another, isn’t it?

MR, SMGAL: Yes, Mr,Chief Justice.

I might just point out that, as a matter of fact, 

it was the election of a government as to which of these 

two systems it might go to. At the very outset of the case, 

the investigation was being pursued by both the FBI and the 

Justice Department and the military authorities. And it was 

th'ie Justice ^Department that participated in the ultimate 

decision that the prosecution should be brought, initially, 

in the military system rather than in the civiliar court.

If I may, though, if Your Honor please, I do want 

to share with the Court and I don’t mean to prolong the 

discussion of the tacts, though 1 thinh fchej are essential to 

an understanding of this case — there are only two findings 

at the end of the Article 32 proceedings. This was the longest 

rticle :•? proceeding in the history of the military justice 

system...

CURSTIUN: It vss not a trial, was it?

Ml. SbCh.w: '• e do not, because of the special 

circumstances, consider it to be a trial, no, Your Honor.

' hat 1.3 an issue, ; f course, which is qe^. eloped ;u the

t hich the Court



merit, but reserved an,/ declaim on, and therefore Las not; 

been decided and is not before the Court at. this time,

AUlST'IOM: Then what bearing doe» it have here, 

if it v.c.q not a it rial? It was just an investigation,

MR, HEGAi»: Mo. if Your Honor pleas.es, the -- 

• QUESTluN: It was just an investigation, wasn't it? 

MR# SiSGAL: Your Honor, 1 do hot think, that is s 

correct characterization, Mr, Justice Marshall, X do not think

so,

QUESTION: was he at any time' subject to be -sentenced

by this hearing?

> r\MR# SEGAL: No, Your Honor, not the Article- 

proceeding.

UEoTXON: Is that the only one v:a are talking

about?

MR# SEGAL; If I may •■espoho , Your Honor, in tl is 

; - ' : ; •tieiu / /- %nc-cmpasstea? mt&thiiiv

phase• tnat I am now referring to. The proceeding encompasses 

then an adjudication at the conclusion of it by the convenin' 

authoricy. Again, we are talking about issues that relate to 

,d ou b 1 e j •£ o pa rd y.

dUrSTlOM;' And the conclusion in that we shall not 

■?r □. a eneral court. T-l at '8 all it said. Either it sags 

■;a "ll■■ c-c ' e won-* t lava a general court. Has it changed, - 

is that.'■■■■hat it does?'
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iiJo uiJCAL: The language of the formal n ter at the 

conclusion of the military proceedings was to dismiss the 

charges-. But that was a formal piece of language that v:e 

did not take cognisance of what the Uniform Code of Military 

• Justice required to be found by Colonel, .lock.

• If Your Honor please, at the end of a proceed in 

that spanned something nearly six months, with. a two thousand 

pa£;e record, with ninet;. pag.es of Singings and summary of the 

evidence, Colonel lock made two findings. First of all that 

the charges were not true* These, are the words of the findings 

This is not like a civilian court in which probable cause or 

the lack thereof is the issue. It is s different and unique 

standard in military system, and his findings were the charges 

e..-.ainst Dr. MacDonald ’..ere not true. The second find in., was, 

contrary to what the Solicitor suggests, that there be fv "ther 

investimation by the civilian authorities, the finding was that 

a named woman uncovered by the defense as being specifically 

involved and:-, present at the murder scene should be the person 

investi ated by the civilian authorities, not Dr. MacDonald, 

as I think is the seam, implication the --ay the Solicitor 

ores ent ■-£ fch is morn in..,.

QUESTION: Is that any more than a conclusion or 

ah investigatory authority, as Justice Marshall has suggested? 

That’s net a trial. He was not exposed to jeopardy, was hei

I virtue of be
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Rock, no. Jeopardy attached, Your Honor — again, it is the 

argument that we think has not been decided by. the Fourth 

Circuit. Clearly, it las not been reserved. Jeopardy attached 

when Major General Flanagan entered his final order. He was 

the authority. He was the equivalent of a district judge 

entering a final order. But, again, that is beyond, I think, 

the scope of the case before this Court.

Let me pass, if Your Honors please, to the other 

part of the facts that I-wanted to make reference to, and 

that is -■*”

gljLhTION: Dp these facts sled light on why your 

claim of denial of speedy trial was appealable to the Court of 

Appeals ?

ini» HLGAL: Ho, if Your Honor please, I can proceed

QUESTION: Ho, you shape your c-\ n ar. >. ,n?.s.t , 1 v..w iv

certainly -ou privilege. I hope you \ 

sometime during the' ti irty minutes that

ill address that point

's allotted to you.

ii.U SHOAL: I thoroughly intend to, Your Honor, 

and I appreciate your suggestion;

I do think that it is necessary to understand the 

case because even the Government, itself, has said in prior

memorandums.filed ith this Court that this is a unique 

case, an extra* rdinary c£se on. its facts, .tnd I twin! the 

facts ■.-ec uire some toi ching .



If I may then proceed to the question, though, 

the .appealability of the denial of D \ MacDonald's motion 

a speedy .trial prior to trial-, it seems to me that what the 

Court of Appeals did in accepting this case was neither 

extraordinary or out of line with the prior decision that it 

rendered itself in Lana down and, in fact,, the concepts that 

were approved by this' Court originally in Cohen v. Beneficia,), 

Loan Corp in 19^9 and reaffirmed by this Court in Abney.

Conceptually, they are the same.

If Your Honors plea Be, I think that the Court of 

Appeals, Judge Busner, writing Cor the majority, made the 

point very clear when it said:. "This is one of the small 

classes of ri Its that must be reviewed in' criminal cases

pretrial."

The claim in this case is clearly collateral. The 

order in this case ~~ and I am not necessarily saying that 

every order in every speedy trial case, but clearly the order 

in this case — was a final order. There was a need,and the 

Court of Appeals so found, for an immediate appellate review 

of this case taccuse the right would probably be lost fore-er.

.f, clear!; , the-Court t f Appeals found as in Cohen, and we 

set forCn one <f the criteria, that the right was too important 

;.;c he .denied an immediate review.

2-Irw, on the Issue of the col latera.In ess of the s;y. fy 

t.riJ isue : I li s - ■ jstioi
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tbs Court to accept my w.ord$. I ask the Court to accept' the 

words of the Government., because in Xml ted States . He cion 

it was precisely the words of the Government to this Court 

in arguing why the Government should be allowed to appeal the 

granting of a motion by a-defendant at© dismiss an indictment 

for denial of a speedy trial, where 'the defendant on appeal 

to this Court challenged the ability of the Government to 

seek review here --

QUESTION':. The Government also cited the statute,

didn't it?

MR, o.WGAL: Yes, Your Honor, the Government cited 

the statute, but the argument --

QUmtTIOH:. Where is your statute?

MR. Sm.-AL: If Your Honor please, 1291, we think, is 

the correct statute in this case. This is a final order, 

appealable under that statute. The Court of s s*

And X think the Court of Appeals1 reasoning fa clearly conson

ant with the reasoning of this Court in 'Abney.

Now, if 1 might just simply refer though, Your 

Honor, I think it is important to understand whether or not 

this issue is collateral to simply what the Government said 

•in describing e ol la t era In ess in the Marion case. In Marion, 

the k-vernuena used exactly -- and if I may from the Govern- 

rent's 'i e ' in Marion se precisely these words. It said:

The defendant does not deny that i s has committed the acts



charged or that those acts.constitute v crime, tut neverthe

less he urges ' i at he cannot be prosecuted because of some11

— and the word used here is 'extraneous1 — ‘vactor, such us 

the tolling of the statute of limitations or the denial of a 

speedy trial,"

In its reply brief, the Government returns to a 

description of the speedy trial claim and sa.ys: "such a plea 

sets up by way of defense a claim that bars conviction whether 

or not the defendant is guilty.i:

And this Court, Mr. Justice White, writing for the 

Court in iMaricn echoes exactly the same. language. It si id:

"It is independent of the issue of guilt or innocence. The 

question of speedy trial is not in any way connected with the 

trial evidence. It is connected simply with the issue cf 

whether or not the Government has imp roper ly delayed for an 

excessive period of time ~-

QUhtTlON: Mr. Segal, may I interrupt you for 

just a movent.

Under your analysis, if I understand it, every-‘speedy- 

trial claim would be appealable, that argument could always ! e 

made, But the Fourth Circuit didn't take that view. They 

said usually you should voir until after trial, but this core 

Is different.

Ed -v' e *s nd what the Court of / p

saying, avd. wry. a or can -- Are you taking the position that
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they are always appealable, or just sometimes? And if s 

when ?

MR, ^JjGAL: In view of the decision of this Court,.

Mr, Justice Stevens, in Abney. I think that speedy trial claims 

are appealable as a matter of right, as being part of the 

small class of criminal cases referred to in Cohen and referred 

to again in Abney.

X would suggest to the Court that the bugaboo raised 

that somehow we are going to open the. floodgates to a lot of 

frivolo as speedy trial claims is, again, unsupported by the 

facts or the rationality.

let me point out several things. First of all, there 

have been 29 years that have elapsed since the Cohen doctrine 

was first articulated. Which means that for 23 yea rs' 

defendants -and defense lawyers in criminal cases apparently 

are presumed to be aware that they could have sought inter- 

1 cut or. appeals under denial of speed, trial claims by 

district courts.

. b the Government points out in its brief, the 

only Cro reported cases that we can find in the 29 years of 

the Col m case. It dees not indicate- some .- "eat laudi..;: ■ 

alu. se 1; ciist riot cevicts, by lawyers, or ;g- courts of i go .1 

rev lew in 5 tl as e ma t fcers .

QUESTION: Could you be interested in knowing about 

Iru :can; oeti-rivns 'or certiorari! -re get raising speed;; ■ f.ai
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c la iras ?

Iiti. SEGAL: I would think, Your Honor, that that

would not be changed in any way by the ruling of this case.

QUESTION: I'd like to cut it down..

MR, SEGAL: May I point out, Your Honor, that, in 

fact, there is no floodgate to be opened in this case because 

the floodgate is opened 'already. The truth of the matte:- is 

that any defendant who is denied his or her motion for a 

speedy trial by a district court, under the procedures' 

presently in tact and. which will not be affected by any 

decision in this case, can go to the court of appeals ith 

a writ of a anckyyi'S, The only difference between that and what,

we are. -talking ebcwt now is the notice of appeal is a shorter

foria. There is less to be said. It does not take much for 

the defendant or defend; nt 's lawyer to propose a writ of 

mandamus,.

QUESTION: 1 had assumed that fchte bar would not toe 

interested in trying out everything on a writ of mandamus.

I would assime that» I hope I'm right.

ill. eECAL: I also assume something else, Mr. Justice 

Marshall, which is, namely, that I don't think that if this 

Court o refi Hy artici lobes the type of speedy trial claims 

that are worthy of pretrial consideration -- does it meet tl e

I t ■ he ar • 1 sc be e

I Am assuming, asenough tc see that. ■ \ ■ t
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dark vie. of this case, if 2 me/, And the d; rk vie is so 

thing —

QUESTION: " Has this Court ever sanctioned review < f

a denial of speedy trial claim by writ of man damus ?
i

MR. SEGAL: There is no case that I am a a. a re of,

Your Honor, but there la nothing in tie la c ".a nd< 

prohibits a defendant. — It's clear a c ■ idant can file a: 

writ of mandamus and Seek •*-

Up#pfIQN: 1 don't think there is anything in the lav. 

that p-'events a lawyer from filing a w 'it of mandamus to stop 

.a • ud£.e f rvvn brea thing. You l .a v e a ri;;ht t o f i 1 e r.;. nythin 5 y <>u

v?ant to file, but I assume that it is done with reason.

MR. SEGAL: Yes, Your Honor.

QUESTION: And I assume that if you want to have 

mandat ..us you con show . s a case on it.

iiR„ SiSGAL: hut I aau su; .-.es tin;.,, You .- He nois

that mondamus, in fact, does lie and the fact that lawyers

OUEoTION: And your case is which?

HR. LEGAL: I do not have it in my brief. I will be 

gird to submit --

C.UiiiTIUN: You have a mandamus case on speed; trial-?

MR. LEGAL: I thin!: the lav., mandamus clearly is

[ :

MR, LEGAL:

You have a case on that?

.Tot at my fingertips and if 1 via;/ and wit!

f I c -e .



Your Honor's permission, I would appreciate an opportun 

submit authorities after the argument, But I do suggest to 
the Court that mandamus lies. Even in the most frivolous, 

even assuming Your Honor's position that mandamus doesn’t lie, 

what does stop the lawyer from doing it?

•QUESTION: In mandemus, the question would be one of

lav/, whether the Judge had the authority to deny the motion, 

lie aIwf,/s .has the authority to deny it. You. /ouldn't review 

the question with the merits oh mandamus.

ill, SEGAL: Perhaps, I have inadequately stated my 

position, Hr. Justice titevens. All I am suggesting to the

Court is not that mandamus may or may not be the proper form, 

•.hat I cm suggesting is that if lawyers want to badger appel

late courts they already have the format to do it. Let's 

assume that mandamus doesn't lie. It doesn't mean that

lawyers may not erroneously proceed that .a;/, and being 

denied: courts of appeal may not erroneously petition this

Court a or certiorari.

What I am simply trying to respond to is not to 

argue the merits or lack of merits of mandamus as a form of 

relieving this problem, but rhat .X want to point out s 

essentially the specious nature of the suggestion that if this 

Court ere to conclude that the rationality —

: rguing th«

that su.ct an. order is appealable that there won't be a lot of



appeals? mo ;/ou really think that?

MR. SJSGAL: I think in a semina l period, until the 

courts of appeals handle the cases I would suggest to you.

I don’t think every speedy .trial argument, every speedy trial 

claim merits a full argument. The court is perfectly capable, 

all courts of appeals are perfectly capable of reading the 

papers and without argument determining which are without, merit'. 

I have practiced, if Your Honors please, in federal criminal 

courts, "or something like 18 years. I didn't need the Cohen 

case to tell me it as unwise to take interlocutory appeals 

in criminal cases. We knew that the courts of appeals-, • we 

all have experienced the courts of appeals, the filing of a 

paper, the filing of a Government *s one and a half page motion 

to dismiss on the law or the merits, and an answer from the 

court threwing out an unmerited appeal. /11 1 am saying is 

I would hope this Court would not re led astray by the 

Government's

. lU'kiT'-ION: Just one more question, if I may,

Mr, h eg?

Your point, if I understand it, is boat the speedy 

tr:i-"".l claim is appeal;: vie if it has merit.

MR, dE(. ..u: hid, :.:C' r honor, my point is fia t a . rig 

i ck.im, vlthin the e n of Col mm, as ,-e mho I' fec'-i ; 

jpeed ;ri< 3 le f

re on! . i ree mminS that • ve appeal;/, ie in r,n' inferlocivimay
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pia se in crimine i enses.

QUE&TION: Always appec lable?

MR, SEGAL; Yes, Your Honor, the three aspects 

QUESTION: Those three are double jeopardy, speedy 

trial and .hat's the third?

1114 £ EGA L: Ba i 1. Sta c c v. }oyle.

QUESTION: Why would

QUESTION: hi at about (inaudible)

MR. SEGAL: No, Your Honor, that is clear it is 

not. It is not an issue *~

QUESTION: You may have have an allegation that the 

grand jury was not properly impaneled and no member of the 

grand Jury was a live person. You cun t get that to the 

court of appeals no may. Am I ri ht?

MR, LEGAL; I do not thin'. as it stands now, YLur

Honor.

QUESTION: Suppose a defendant purports to appeal 

deni? I his motion Which has two parts to it, one, 

there v;as inordinate pre-indictment delay which violated 

hi.-; constitutional rights. There v.os inordinate delay after

indictment, between indictment and trial, which violated his 

ruyht to speedy tr:h 1. icuictn't you sup Loth c these are 

a-ppe? la. is under pour si,, amiss ion?

iML £ .• . L: ilu, if Year Hunter pleases, that : s m 

submission, I rmuld effer a lesser submission. ' Sat I a a
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talking about Ls i Bixtl Amendment issue,

delay..

QUESTION: I know, but his due process motion.is 

also based on the proposition that the trial shouldn1t.take 

place at all.

MR, SEGAL: The difficulty.is though, Your Honor, 

the finality issue. If re are us in.. the Cohen standard, Cohen 

requires there would be a finality. In this particular case, 

there was finality because the district judge entered a very 

specific order and wrote an opinion. And his opinion was that 

in this case the — in order to be a speedy trial right unde." 

the Six ;h Amendment there had to be a public accusation. On 

that score the judge'was right and it was upheld and that 

language ..as correctly found by' the court of appeals. But 

he erred and the court of appeals found be erred when he said

the public accusation -in this c; se had not taken place until
\

when indictment was returned. As Judges 

Turner and Russell found in the court of appeals, the public 

accusation had taken place in April of 1970, in May of '1970 

vl an the. Government called a press conference and announced 

the formal charges. In this case, the re is nothing further 

11,; t a tri; 1 can add. There is nothing that can be shewn by 

.ng will happen before Judge Dupre, the List ■

Jud ;o, vo any a; can alter the speedy trial claim, because 

a fas held a ; t- '.or cf law that the speedy trie 1 ct 1 in
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ohis case ran only from January '25# 1975.

V?e have no argument # no - quarrel with that date and

.proceeding or the district court., Gur quarrel is the five

years' delay found by the court of appeals to be absolutely

Unjustified# absolutely without rational explanation, except/

•if Your Honor pleases# the one offered by the Government below

"he court of repeals found and quoted at length the statement

by Government's counsel in January of 1975 at preliminary

•proceedings in this case. When asked by the United States

Magistrate: What is it that took five years to restart this

case again, it having started back in April of 1970? —

In a moment of candor all too often not beard,

Go emuant counsel said it was bureaucracy. "What happened Was

ire a .id to the magis,trate, and It vas repeated again later- on:
» *

what Z: pzoned, your honor# was we needed the FBI laborator:/ 

s is of the laboratory technical work and bureaucracy 

rented us from 1'91 5 fr [labor

1'hat is the reason.

Now, I might say in its brief to this Court, the'

06 ;ernment has shifted now to what is now its '/.hiv'd - position 

on what caused the delay in this case. I must say somethin./

I am pr -.found ly surprised that counsel for the Government 

..xuId et up to this Court and say, see# the MacDonald ci se, 

itself, is 'L: n solute example of the delay that defendants

could bring.
9
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X have set forth at page 40 the proc< iings 

the Government has dragged its feet, been late, extended time 

and doubled extended time of ter unprecedented extensions of 

time to file motions and briefs that are not allowed in the

court of appeals, and ashed for double time to file petitions 

for extensions with this Court. It is set out in ti e 

on page 40,

liny, in the name of Heaven, in this of ail the cases, 

where the Government has really nothing to say for Its delay 

except clie words of the Government's attorney who said, 

'"bureaucracy, " they would suggest that the uacDonald case is 

the one which is an example?

ho the corttr vy, the ccurt of appeals found that there 

• i and a half years in this case in which absolutely 

nevhin, of significance tout: place in the Justice Depa atment.

1:1 e chronology of this case was that the charges 

•. ere finally dismissed in October of 1970. Now, we contend —

It is our nos it ion, if your Honors pie' se, that that dismiss; 1 

by General Flanagan constitutes double jeopardy. But, since

that's not the issue here, arguendo, vie will take the 

Government's position that it was not final.

ym mptly 

In Jama: 

later, a.

The Government, in fact, proceeded reasons': 1; 

after that dismissal to restart the investigation.

■» ■ 
-J ■ ' 1 1, Mali is less fla n yv:o-a nd ^mnfM

; earn of mill tar a sign©
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is a matter of fact, ten investigators ; ere assigned foil

t'Lie for one year. They worked until December of ' ,1. We find 
' / . 

no fault with that proceeding. In the ecurse of those eleven

and a half months-, they re-inter, iev.-cd every witness in the 

case. They interviewed 699 witnesses. They did a re

investigate ion . Job. Vie don’t find any fault with that. Neither 

did the 'Court ’-of appeals. But from December of 1971 until the 

return of the indictmentthere is no significant activity 

by the Govern.'.lent, nothing that justifies it. The investigo-, 

tors took about six months to •. rite a 'goert. That was in the

'hands of the Justice Department in June of 1972. Again, the 

.court of appeals thought it was interesting to rood the 

Cc ern.ent’s con words — not only the bureaucracy explanation, 

but the ■ 't of Appeals made reference to the affid ■ en

by the . overn.aent cf Tevin Morc-neya con Assistant At torne* 

General in the Criminal ill is ion. Moroney was purporting to 

explain why, cnee this massive data, two complete sets of 

n es-tlgateions, thorough work by every member of the military 

-in/olved, by the Justice Department then did nothing, from 

June of 1972 until the grand jury was convened in August of 

*7 h. And in the affidavit of Mr. Moroney, the Court of 

Appeals deed, fe hade this report and we assigned it a 

1- re -’S and i.:e readsi red ■ t. r Those are Mr. Moroney’s . • .-us,
i

e :. ssi ned it at v,e reassi ned if.1 The :c ic. .ec it end

re'-rC' lev ef it , cud m'ody . v cle decision. No ne did arg, i la
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As a matter of fact, • the Solicitor General concedes in iv.s 

argument, and he noted the fact that v;e note the fact, only 

two pieces of investigative work took place off ter December 

1971 • ••'he, are explained in their ‘ie?. They ; -e trivi:

and have nothing to do with' the merits of the case. 'Nothin;."

was happening, What really was the explanation was that 

no one wanted to make a decision» That's clear from the

f ind ing.

Vie can tell you we know that's the reason it was.

possible to make a decision by three independent pieces of 

evidence. When Colonel Rock lad to make a finding, in this 

e. se, Your Honors, he had sat through six .months of'.proceedings, 

he had a two fchous id e record, in fi

a 90-p'.' ;e sr .i:\c- ry of findings and conclusions in detail which 

has ne- er been challenged, which the Government accepts.

He made r decision in five weeks.

hater on, a nev U.d. attorney took over this c ie .n 

the Eastern District of North Carolina. Now, he took ever 

a .dhole office. He was not even in the office, prior to his 

taking that position. In a matter of four months, he not only 

cook control of the office, he finished a 56-page report to 

the Justice Department and said, “I want to- go.ahead and 

:r sec; o.o Ur cDona id fend me a trial lawyer.

That, in march to? 1972, did the Justice Department 

f ■ • ■ lav,
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had just finished a 56--page evaluation to the Justice 

Department. Ha said, "Send me a lawyer*, We will do something, 

The Justice Department did nothing but review it again. In 

all the affidavits, there was no action by anyone.

Finally, in May of 197^> the case finally wound up

in the hands, now, some four years after the crime, nearly 

two years after the CD had finished its reinvestigation, 

in the hands of Victor Warhight, another staff attorney. In 

one month, he was able to read the entire file, or all the 

e. elopes — or all the drawers of it, interview the judge from 

North Carolina, interview CD investigators, talk with other 

attorneys in the case and conclude than he wanted to convene 

r grand jury investigation. He did that all in a month and

month laser a grand jury was impaneled. The case was sus

ceptible of resolution. The Court of Appeals found there 

was no derate explanation for two and one-half —

QUESTION: Mr. Segal, do you realize that neither you 

nor I can decide how the Department of Justice is going to 

run?

MR * SEGAL: If Your Honor pleases, if you are

suggestxng

influence,

QUESTION: Do you agree with that?

MR, SEGAL; I suppose we don't have any direct 

but I think the words of this Court have influeno

QUESTION: After all this, an indictment was had and
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,he case vis • ■ ted avid o1.3 ji y returned verdict. Isn't; 

that I*;i not sure what these metters you are discussing 

have to do with the issue that you are presenting.here.

MB. SEGAL: There are to issues, Your Honor, and 

I must say that the argument has gone to the merits of the 

speedy trial argument. I do not rant to leave the podium 

without an opportunity to express some of the facts of the

matter.

I will just return, then, to the appealability issue 

and say Your Honor's cum words, in the Strunk case, I think, 

are '/erf instructive. This case must be • All speedy trial 

cases must have the right to the appeal. Not all deserve a 

full he rring; and argument. But in 3trunk a court of .appeals 

attempted some solution, short of dismissing indictment, 

which this Court has held to be the only relief. They

o ;o shorten the defendant's sentence by 2.92 days to 

accommodate what they found to be an unreasonable 10-month 

delay. Your lienor set forth that you cannot correct a speed 

trial defect by somehow .claying games with 'the numbers. The 

only correction for the defect of a speedy trial, that is, 

the denial of a trial the t is. less chan speedy, once It bus 

een denied, cannot toe ‘«-riven to defendant.

QUESTION: Ho; does that ~~ appealabillt the

order denying; such a motion'

..i.- . X L if Your Honor pleases ). 7..
Oil



this the wind of matter 1:..el.reiterated In Abney. sasmls

.res* ■ 5 , i is not, in ;

to be appealed at : ' ",

J'nd my. suggestion.;to the Court is as follows: 

r one* the speei ■ ea ns * i

the right not to be given a trial ether than one that' is speedy 

that is, once the Government has delayed inordinately and

a t i on, ;here is nothing more the Gov eminent 

can do to correct the defect. You cannot do anything to 

change the situation. If that is correct, if' Your Honor 

pleases, then the defendant’s right, the right of the accused, 

is not to ho tried by i court . hich, in effect, has no 

capacity to correct in any way the wrong that had been done 

to him.

■ UcbrlOg; Do you thin): it corrects it if sin: 

months'* twelve months, eighteen months later the court of 

a pe: Is decides there ..-as no denial of a speedy trial and 

then you are back where you were with the loss of eighteen 

months more. how, conceivably, could the concept of speedy 

trial V. 3 advanced by a Hewing interlocutory appeals, if that !s 

the only issue? Nothing in Abney, on which you seem to rely, 

would Ive fhe .s,lightest hint.

ml. bitAL: I thin.;: the criteria, if Your Honor 

please, in Abney are perfectly in synchronization with the 

cas ,:d ;Lc circumstances ra speedy trial.
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May I just say this — and my time, I see is .running 

out, but I think it is important I share with the Court the 

following» If you were to accept the Government's concept 

that speedy trial, and I am talking only.now about Sixth 

Amendment speedy trial, I am not talking about Fifth 

Amendment due process issues. Because in this case, the 

judge's decision is complete, there is nothing that can be 

changed in regard to the speedy trial decision by a trial —

QUESTION: Just so I make it — just so it is
b

straight, I gather now that you are saying that an order 

denying a motion to dismiss on speedy trial grounds is 

appealable, both when the judge denies it on the grounds that 

this really isn’t a speedy trial claim at all as in this 

case, I take it — or — but also if he denies it on the 

ground, yes, it is a speedy trial claim, but it is without 

merit. Do you think both ard appealable?

I; 1 c SEGAL: I must confess, hr. Justice Liiite, I 

did not perceive Judge Dupre's order as saying there was not 

a speedy trial ~~

QUESTION: I know, but you seem to think that if 

you say that you. measure the time in this case only after tl 3 

'75 indictment, between then and trial, there isn’t any speedy 

trial claim here at all.

MR, SEGAL: That’s correct, Your Honor.

QUESTION: And it's just a due process claim,-
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MR. ; : fie haven’t even contended that r fc A is 

stage. It's not even before the Court.

Our contention — It. is the Government brie? that 

has foisted upon the Court the suggestion that somehow we iu 

to prove prejudice.

hay I just finish', with one sentence. Your Honor'.

That is,to accept the Government’s contention that

the speedy trial claim must via it after trial is to say that 

only the guilty will have the benefit of the speedy trial 

im, sc;use only a person who has been convicted may then 

La e the right to speed;/ trial vindico ted by the reversal of 

that conviction. We say in a case, such as this one, where, 

in fact, there has been on extraordinary proceedin', in .which
i

the find in vr.s that the charges were not true — VJe say in 

a case such as this one that a person who goes to trial end 

is even acquitted is not a vindication of the Sixth Amendment 

speedy triv i right to say the re is nothing more you can do.

I think an argument by the Government is somewhat 

d sin eurous hici. sc. s the only vindication for the right vs 

you he e ti re convicted and then an appellate court will tell 

you the t you should never have been tried in the first •./lace.

M.R* Cl IEF , . ■!: Dp ' l ■ v : ur

.Trther, hr, feller?
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REBUTTAL ORAL ARGUMENT OF KEN] S . I,

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER 

MR. GELLER: Mr. Chief Justice, end may it please

the Court:

First, X would briefly like to address the sug

gestion that the Government somehow has been inconsistent in 

the position we are taking in this case and the position we 

took in Marion about whether speedy trial claims are collateral. 

The threshold issue in lie rion was an appealability issue 

whether the Government could appeal under the old version or 

Section 3731* and that, in turn, depended upon whether the 

district court's dismissal of the indictment had resolved any 

issues oi r to the general issue in the case.

Of course, a speedy trial issue is collateral to 

the .Issues to be litigated at trial, in the sense that a 

resolution of the Oixtn Amendment question does not require 

an inquiry Into the truth, of any of the allegations in the 

indictment. But we think the Court must have meant something 

more than that when it used the term "collateral" in Cohen and 

-J.R9k. 1 ' else virtually any pre-trial motion to dismiss would 

be collateral, os Mr, Justice Marshall stated,

be think that the Court meant that an issue is 

collateral if it would be no easier to resolve the issue 

af ’ore. • < rd

in any ay by the decision on the merits of the case?



And speedy trial claims would be, r-.s I mentioned earlier, if 

the defendant is a con'-if led, then, not only is there no need 

to resolve the claim, but it goes a long way toward sug gestby 

that his allegations of prejudice were insubstantial.

More importantly, if he is convicted, then the 

record — the trial record — is generally indispensable 

in determining whether 'or not his Sixth Amendment rights have
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been violated,and no better proof of this need be offered than 

that the courts of appeals almost always resolve post-convic

ti on appeals raising speedy trial claims, by reference to the 

evidence educed at trial, as, of course, this Court did in

Barber y. bInyo, in-analysing Barker's speedy trial claim,

Mow, secondly, it is true that the remedy for a 

speedy trial violation is dismissal of the indictment, but 

that doesn't indicate that the ..sixth Amendment creates o 

.st -called .*i, h i not tc ' e tried. - .he difficulty ith 

les pendent's reason in; , once again, is that dismissal of be 

:ndict; lent is the remedy for a ride range of violations, both 

constitutional and non-constitutional, such as all those 

involving defects in the indictment. If interlocutory appeals 

'mere to 1 e allured in each of these cases, unde:-.* the theory 

that the nature of the remedy implies a. right not to be a vied, 

ti.en the collateral .be ■ exception would swallow up the fin- 

judgment rule in criminal cases.

In addition —
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tlnti '.s.'ZOH: Mr. Gelier, If you a u Id p is refresh 

my recollection* Mayfon, the appeal was by the Government, 

wasn’t it? --

i 1R, GELLEX: The t’s c orrect.

QUESTION: — The motion to dismiss had been granted.

MR. GELLEE: That's correct, hut —

QUESTION: S< it mould ' e under i. different statute. 

That ca.se is entirely different from this.
/

MR. oELLER: That's another reason to distinguish 

it, but even there re hod to shew that the Sixth Amendment 

— the district court’s resolution ci uhe Sixth Amendment 

question did not implicate any issues going to guilt or 

innocence,

: . . , was because there ‘was a plea

and air t ement within the ..leaning of the old Grinina 1 Appeals 

Act,

I M GELLER: Secondly* the a rgument that the nature 

ur’ the :e::..cdy in Sixth amendment coses implies the right not 

to be tried is inconsistent with this Court's decision lust 

tern in .Mjier. As I mentioned in response too questi; n 

Mm Justice Stevens ashed me* initiali;/, in that case* in 

; ddltion a do le .’d .aim,' the def 1 ;

the claim that their indictment failed to state an offense.

If the, had been Mr hi, of course, the remedy mould hrn-e teen 

on ;ise j. or the hi in menu, honett class, the C oi- rt held f' t



that ‘s not the type' of claim that can be appealed prior bo
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trla1.

Finally., I’d like to discuss the reason for the

delay- in this case, because Mr. Segal has used a large portion 

of his argument trying to explain why the delay was unfair.

I think it is fair to say that much of the delay in

this case was attributable to the strong feeling on the ??rt

of many persons in the Criminal Division in the Justice 

Department that charges as serious as the ones in this case

simply should not be brought unless the Government was. 

absolutely convinced that they would ultimately.prove success- 

e Ln .a-, e a n< Iking about a five-year 

delay. Mo one has eve - claimed that the Department of Justice 

unduly'delayed before June of '72, when it received the CID's 

report of its reinvestigation of the crimes. And a decision

so go to the grand jury was made in the summer of '74 and • 

Respondent was indicted in January of '75> so we are essentially 

talking about i. two or t; o-and a half-year period. •

Hen , during that two or two and a half years, there 

•.-■era b •:> prevailing views v.ithin the Government, • One .group 

of attevne s thought that the ,case'should be brought - to c 

■ Wind - :: immediately, aith a view toward bringing charges 

r go ins Despondent, l'nother yv op r-f attowneys, while lw

frankly, couldn be

lieve that e co M convince one y:ry of tint.
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• U38TI0N: Would hi Is e a part of on t .’din: y 

argument on a speedy trial dairy would the differing;' . lews 

or schools- of thought within the Criminal Division?

MR, GELLE.R: bell, %both in resolving a Sixth 

Amendment speedy trial claim and a Fifth. .Amendment pre- 

indictment delay claim,, the Court must, of course,, analyse 

the reasons for the delay.

QUESTION: But the;/ are not Before us on any record, 

hr, Geller, the fact that your friend elected to use some or 

bis time going perhaps outside the record is no reason the 

Go v e rn:„: en t s h ou Id .

MR. GELLER: I think thru there is a record 

Siriport suie of the st; te,rents I am about to nalre, T 

statements were .ode in oral a.' unent before both of

to

hcse 

the lev;2

ccarts in this case.

One of the ret’suns I ml.;Lt say that there is no 

reoo.2d in jhis case is tin t we think the district ccurt — 

and cor’eowlp ~~ anaiyweo this case as not raising any Sixth 

y tend me rt issu.es at all, because of the four-year delay between 

whs c -i..,e i nd January 1975, Respondent was not under any f orac h 

accusation. So he quickly dismissed any Sixth Amendment 

argument without inquiring ■---

LIBIT I ON: you defend that position, don't you? 

ml.. CELLE 1: Yes, we dr .

X y et . wnt tc .wive fne Ccurt the impression 1 wt



this is not a case In which the files lay in seme dust 

cabinet for four years, with no one looking at the case at 

all, That's certainly the impression that. ..lies pendent tries 

to give. During every moment* .from June of 1972* until 

an indictment was procured in this c; se* sumone in the 

department of Justice was trying to push this case further, 

but*for s that at into.. & number of

the superiors in the depart,aent thought that the. case should 

not be brought unless they ecuId he absolutely certain that 

a Jury -.muId convict* : nd they had trouble believing a jury 

would convict. Not becau.se they didn't think Respondent was 

guilty, hut because of r the nature vh£> the crimes * who the: 

victims were, plus the :r ct that .the Government's evidence ~-

: Mr. pi repeat the cogitations

within the Department of Justice really aren't relevant to 

Luis is:3' e.

hR« (P L.!,.If: I merely wanted to give the Cow a; the 

impression that there is.* in our view* no substance to the 

n hat the ’ir a i ;h< ■ er

proceeded at a leisurely pace* or Respondent’s suggestions tic 

the Government was guilty of negligence or ineptitude.

I, point I ranted to • take* and I will close by so via 

hat ur view the dels; here as intended to protec 

fes.wwh ant’s rights h;y n . : briny in-, unfair charges.

lamflGh: hr, teller; the-factual matter that yea
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do try to develop ivs presented in the oral aunent to the

Court of i;> p e a 1 s ?

MR, GELLER: Ariel District Court.

: ■ isfc the same way that the fact

justification was presented in the Lovesoo case, wasn't it? M 

MR, TELLER: Veil, Mr, Justice Stevens, the -vets tlv ■'

I was above to present were not .disputed 7 by. anyone, inline.

District Court or in tl e Court of Appeals.

OUECTIOM: No,but this is not the first time that 

the Government has justified delay by haying the ado oca fee 

state to an appellate ccurt the .-easons for the delay.

cose.

MR. GELLED: 

I; Elf LON:

well, it's not just in appellate court 

Exactly tl s sa..ie thing in the Lovr.sco

MR. GELiLER: -ell, without defending what happened
\

in he y. . 0 up 0 se, Mr. Justice Elevens, these allegations 

\/ere made to the District Court. If the District Court had 

thought they were in any way contested, he could well have 

held an evidentiary hearing, but, as I -was about to say, there 

has been no allegation --

QUESTION: I am just suggesting the Court i f 

.. pre- el the procedure yoi are' foil winy today.

Ml. MLED: VI ' :L you.

:MM Cl,IE. JfSVIOE iU MM: Than: you, ;en 'Icv.cn. 

rho c se ::s si. mitred,
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above-entitled matter was submitted.)
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